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Abstract 
 
Code dissemination is one of the important services of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Securing the 
process of code dissemination is essential in some certain WSNs applications, state-of-the-art secure code 
dissemination protocols for WSNs aim for the efficient source authentication and integrity verification of 
code image, however, due to the resource constrains of WSNs and the epidemic behavior of the code 
dissemination system, existing secure code dissemination protocols are vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) 
attacks when sensor nodes can be compromised (insider DoS attacks). In this paper, we identify five 
different basic types of DoS attacks exploiting the epidemic propagation strategies used by Deluge. They are 
(1) Higher-version Advertisement attack, (2) False Request attack, (3) Larger-numbered Page attack, (4) 
Lower-version Adv attack, and (5) Same-version Adv attack. Simulation shows these susceptibilities caused 
by above insider DoS attacks. Some simple models are also proposed which promote understanding the 
problem of insider DoS attacks and attempt to quantify the severity of these attacks in the course of code 
dissemination in WSNs. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) now can provide 
many services with a large number of resource- 
constrained nodes. One important service is code 
dissemination which can disseminate new code images 
into all sensor nodes that need them over the wireless 
link. In order to guarantee flexibility, efficiency and 
reliability of code propagation, a number of code 
dissemination protocols (MOAP [1], Deluge [2], MNP [3] 
and Infuse [4], Sprinkler [5], Aqueduct [6], and Freshet 
[7], etc.) have been developed. However, none of them 
consider the communication security of WSNs. 

Recently, some research works (Sluice [8], SecureDeluge 
[9] and Deng-tree [10]) have attempted to provide 
efficient authentication of code dissemination. These 
approaches, unfortunately, are vulnerable to Denial of 
Service (DoS) attacks because they do not take the 
authentication of the control packets (in Deluge, they are 
named as Advertisement (Adv) and Request (Req)) into 
consideration. 

The contribution of this paper is that we identify five 
different basic kinds of DoS attacks made by malicious 

nodes exploiting control packets. First is Higher-version 
Adv attack, second one is False Req attack, the third is 
Larger-numbered Page attack, the fourth is Lower-version 
Adv attack and finally is Same-version Adv attack. We 
also present the degree of damage made by each attack 
through quantitative analysis. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews 
the related work on security and DoS attacks in WSNs. 
Section 3 gives an overview of Deluge and describes 
some vulnerability of the epidemic propagation strategies. 
Section 4 introduces five basic types of insider DoS 
attacks against Deluge and proposes the system models. 
Section 5 evaluates the performance of Deluge under 
different forms of the DoS attacks and discusses the 
simulation results. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
2.  Related Work 
 
A variety of protocols have been proposed to support 
code dissemination in wireless sensor networks. MOAP 
[1] developed by Stathopoulos et al. extended XNP [11] 
and employed a publish/subscribe scheme to propagate 
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software update over a multi-hop network. Deluge [2], 
which is distributed with TinyOS [12], shared many ideas 
with MOAP, including the use of unicast NACKs and 
broadcast of the code. It spreads the code using spatial 
multiplexing. MNP [3], which was implemented in the 
Michigan State University, introduced a sender-selection 
algorithm which limits the total number of senders in one 
neighborhood to mitigate the hidden terminal effect. 

Recent researches have developed some protocols to 
provide secure reprogramming services by extending 
Deluge with authentication and integrity mechanisms. 
Sluice [8], SecureDeluge [9] and Deng-tree [10] 
leveraged the similar solutions which based on digital 
signature and cryptographic hash function to guarantee 
the security of code images. they are distinguished through 
structure, granularity and strength of hashing [13]. 

Furthermore, some other protocols which are focused 
on security of communication in wireless sensor networks 
have been proposed. They can be classified into two 
types: asymmetric and symmetric mechanism. µTELSA 
[14] is the representative of the former one. It provided 
broadcast authentication via symmetric primitives only, 
and introduced asymmetry with delayed key disclosure 
and one-way function key chains. The typical protocols 
of symmetric mechanism are q-composite key pre- 
distribution and random pairwise key schemes [15] 
proposed by Chan et al. They used pairwise keys to 
establish a secure communication infrastructure of 
wireless sensor networks and attempt to mitigate the 
threat of compromised nodes. Moreover, routing security 
is another important issue which is needed to pay 
attention to. Karlof and Wagner analyzed the security of 
all the major sensor network routing protocols and 
described crippling attacks against all of them and 
presented countermeasures [16]. 

However, though many secure protocols have been 
proposed, few of them could mitigate DoS attacks in 
sensor networks. Strictly speaking, although we usually 
use the term to refer to an adversary’s attempt to disrupt, 
subvert, or destroy a network, a denial of service attack 
is any event that diminishes or eliminates a network’s 
capacity to perform its expected function [17,22]. One 
typical DoS attack is that a captured node broadcast 
malicious messages to other nodes, resulting in a large 
amount of extra transmission, storage or computation 
overhead. Because wireless sensor networks are more 
resource-constrained compared with traditional networks, 
they are much easier to be destroyed by DoS attacks. 
 
3.  Problem of the Epidemic Propagation of 

Deluge 
 

In this section we will first give a detail description of 
Deluge and then we point out some security vulnerabilities 

of the epidemic propagation strategies in Deluge. 
 
3.1.  Overview of Deluge 
 
Deluge is an epidemic protocol used for code 
dissemination which can guarantee large data objects to 
be disseminated quickly and reliably over a multi-hop 
wireless sensor network. It employs advertise-request- 
code handshaking protocol [18] to set up a reliable bi- 
directional link before transferring data and reduce the 
transmission of redundant data throughout the network. 
In Deluge, the binary image is divided into fixed-size 
pages, each page can be transferred within 48 same-size 
packets. This data representation supports software 
update based on page differences and makes use of 
spatial multiplexing to allow parallel transfers of code 
image. Deluge also borrows some ideas from Trickle [19] 
which uses suppression mechanism and dynamic 
adjustment of advertisement rate to achieve density- 
aware capability and energy efficiency. 

Trickle uses a “polite gossip policy”, where sensor 
nodes periodically broadcast a code summary to local 
neighbors but stay quiet if they have recently heard a 
summary identical to theirs. It divides time into a series 
of rounds and in each round nodes can decide whether or 
not to broadcast its own Adv. Deluge uses τm,i to denote 
the duration of round i. And τm,i is bounded by τl and τh. 
In each round, a node could broadcast its Adv at r i which 
is picked up randomly in the range [τm,i /2, τm,i]. An Adv 
has a code summary φ which contains two integers {υ, γ}, 
where υ is the version number and γ is the largest 
numbered page available for transfer. If there is a new 
code image injected into WSN by base station, a node S, 
which has received the image, broadcasts an Adv with a 
summary φ{ υs, γs}. When a node R hears this Adv, it first 
compares its own image version υR with υs. If υs＞υR, 
node R will update its version to υs. Then if γs＞γR, node 
R will send a Req to node S to request smallest 
numbered page it needed. S broadcasts the requested 
page after it received the Req. Through this process new 
images are propagated to all nodes page by page. 

Density-aware capability of Deluge makes effect on 
Adv and Req propagation, where redundant advertisement 
and request messages are suppressed to minimize 
contention. In each round a node will not broadcast its 
own Adv unless the number of Adv with same version it 
heard is less than a predefined threshold k which is 
adjusted according to the density of the network. 
Moreover, if a node has heard Req packets for the page it 
needs before transmitting Req, it will stop requesting its 
own Req. Similarly, if a node hears request for the pages 
with smaller than that of the page it is currently 
transmitting, the node suppresses transmitting of the 
subsequent code packets. 

If the network is consistent, Deluge will decreases its 
advertisement rate, i.e. it set τm,i to 2τm,i in each round, but 
will be not larger than τh. Otherwise, it set τm,i to the 
minimal value τl. Deluge changes dynamically the rate of 
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advertisements to allow quick dissemination when 
needed and save resources when new code updates 
propagation is not needed. 
 
3.2.  Security Vulnerabilities of the Epidemic 

Propagation Strategies in Deluge 
 

Epidemic propagation strategies allow rapid dissemination 
of information through purely local interactions in large 
scale, dynamic and not all the time coherent 
environments. In an epidemic protocol such as Deluge 
[2], a new code initiated from a source is rebroadcasted 
by neighboring nodes and extends outward, hop by hop, 
until the entire network is reached. The epidemic 
behavior provides high resilience to random process and 
network failures in the free attack scenario. 

However, the power, communication, computation 
and storage capabilities of each sensor node are extremely 
limited and wireless sensor networks could be deployed 
in hostile and unattended environments for long periods 
of time. Each sensor node is insecure, which means it is 
trivially easy to retrieve program code, static data, and 
even dynamic program memory from nodes [20]. 
Moreover, the most of current code dissemination 
protocol like Deluge have not been designed with 
security in mind. Consequently, code dissemination may 
be possible to face threats from compromised nodes. If a 
node is captured, the attacker can gain control of that 
node and even gain complete control of an entire 
deployed network due to the epidemic nature of 
protocols like Deluge. For example, an adversary may 
use suppression and dynamic adjustments of the 
broadcast rate mechanisms of Deluge to prevent the 
propagation of code updates, waste network resources, 
introduce unnecessary latency or disrupt the normal 
operation of code dissemination. 

Although many secure code dissemination protocols 
have been proposed recently, most of them aim for 
providing authentication and integrity of code updates in 
sensor networks to ensure malicious code are not 
disseminated or installed. However, none of them 
provide the effect schemes to prevent insider attackers 
from exploiting epidemic and suppression mechanisms 
of Deluge to launch DoS attacks. Although our future 
goal is to provide Insider-DoS-Resistant code dissemination 
scheme, we first should discover and analyze the 
susceptibilities of Deluge caused by insider DoS attacks. 
 
4.  Five Basic Tipes of Insider DoS Attacks 

and System Models 
 
In this section we first describe five different bisic types 
of insider DoS attacks agaist efficient code dissemiantion 
mechanisms used by Deluge. Then we proposed simple 
models for these attacks made by malicious nodes using 
control packets. 
 
4.1.  Insider DoS Attacks on Deluge 

Attack 1: Higher-version Adv 
This is an insider attack which aims to increase energy 
comsuption and prevent normal nodes from receiving 
new code images. We assume the current version of 
image in it is υ, at this moment a malicious node 
broadcast an Adv with higher version υ′ (υ′＞υ), the 
network will be inconsistent and all the neighbor nodes 
will update their version to υ′. Meanwhile, they will 
adjust τm,i to the minimal value τl according to the 
Deluge’s rules. Therefore the adversary could exploit the 
dynamic adjustments of the advertisement rate mechanisms 
to enforce legitimate nodes to transmit more frequently 
and eventually result in energy waste of network. 
Furthermore, if at the same time the base station has 
injected a new image with version υ″ lower than υ′, the 
nodes, whose image version have updated to υ′, could 
not get the new image with version υ″. In this case, the 
code dissemination will be failed. 
 
Attack 2: False Request 
This is another insider attack which targets to introduce 
unnecessary communication overhead or disrupt the 
normal code dissemination. According to the Deluge’s 
rules, if a node S sends a Req to node R to request a 
specific page, R will broadcast a large number of code 
packets to S as response. Besides this case, if the page 
requested has a smaller page number than other neighbor 
nodes’, Deluge will give this Req higher priority. 
Therefore the adversary could leverage these weaknesses 
of the rules to send bogus Req to trigger unnecessary 
transmission of code packets or send Req modified 
which included a smaller page number in order to 
suppress other Req from normal nodes. 
 
Attack 3: Larger-numbered Page 
This is an insider attack which is to target sensor node’s 
energy consumption and looks similar to Attack1 mentioned 
above. We assume a node R has successfully received all 
packets in page0 to page γ′. According to the Deluge’s 
rules, when this node R hears an Adv sent by node S 
which contains higher page γ (γ＞γ′), R will send a Req 
packet to S to request new page γ′+1. This Larger- 
numbered Page of Adv from S could cause inconsistencies 
among neighboring nodes. And these nodes including R 
will adjust τm,i to the minimal value τl.. Therefore a 
malicious node can take advantage of this principle to 
enforce nodes to broadcast Adv more frequently and 
eventually waste sensor nodes’ energy through inducing 
them disseminating meaningless Req and producing a lot 
of Adv messages. 

 
Attack 4: Lower-version Adv 
This is another insider attack which is similar to 
Higher-version attack except that in this attack 
adversarial nodes could broadcast Adv with lower 
version than its neighboring nodes’. Therefore this attack 
induces a larger number of extra communications overhead 
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Table 1. Five kinds of DoS attacks exploiting the epidemic 
propagation strategies used by Deluge. 

 

Attack 
Class 

Resource 
Consumption 

Prevention of code 
propagation or introduction 

of unnecessary latency 

Adv-based 
Attack 1, Attack 

3, Attack 4 
Attack1, Attack 5 

Req-based Attack 2 Attack 2 
 
which lead to resource consumption because many normal 
nodes which have already the new object profile [2] would 
send their Adv and code packets to malicious node. 
 
Attack 5: Same-version Adv 
This is an attack which aims to introduce unnecessary 
latency. According to the Deluge’s rules, a node will 
broadcast its Adv with summary φ only if less than a 
threshold k advertisements with summary φ′{ υ′=υ, γ′=γ} 
have been received. Therefore, a compromised node 
could exploit suppression mechanisms of Deluge to 
reduce the Adv transmission of legitimate nodes through 
sending multiple bogus advertisements with φ′. As a 
result, the code updates would not be disseminated 
efficiently and rapidly. 

These five basic kinds of DoS attacks mentioned above 
can be divided into two classes in terms of attack methods. 

Furthermore, the insider DoS attacks against Deluge 
can be more complex and effective through combining 
the different basic kinds of DoS attacks. For example, a 
malicious node can broadcast Higher-version Adv while 
send Req to neighbor nodes. This hybrid attack could 
cause much greater damage to the propagation of code 
updates in WSNs. 
 
4.2.  System Models 
 
In this subsection, we set up some simple system models 
for four different kinds of attacks described above.  

Because the impact of the Same-version Adv attack is 
obvious and easy to understand, we shall not present this 
model here. Section 5 will give more performance results 
obtained by simulation. 
 
Attack 1: Higher-version Adv 
Firstly we analyze the propagation time of a bogus Adv 
from one comprised node to all sensor nodes in a WSN 
through epidemic mechanisms like Deluge. This duration 
TbAdv,h for a node h hops away from the first malicious 
node of the bogus Adv is TbAdv, h = h .TAdv where TAdv is 
the time used by the nodes in advertising their bogus 
Adv. To calculate TAdv, we need to find the expected 
number of transmission required for a successful 
transmission of a packet. Let Pone-hop be the probability of 
a successful transmission of a packet over a single hop. 
Assuming that the retransmission of a packet is 
independent, the probability that the number of 
transmissions of a packet Ntpkt equals k is 

1( ) (1 ) −
− −= = − k

tpkt one hop one hopP N k P P  

The expected number of transmissions for a given 
packet is 

1
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TAdv could be approximated as follows: 
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where TMAC is MAC delay for a sing packet. Ttpkt is the 
transmission time for a single packet. Tppkt is the 
processing time required by a node after receiving the 
packet. Then the total communication overhead caused 
by a bogus Adv during TbAdv, h is 
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where Costtpkt is the communication overhead a node 
broadcasts an Adv. b is the average amount of neighbors 
for each node (it is decided by network density and 
communication range of a sensor node). Sn is the number 
of sensor nodes in the network. I i is the number of rounds 
within Deluge during the TbAdv, h. hi is the number of 
hops for nodei away from the first malicious node. T is a 

up bound of the time, when this threshold is exceeded, 
τm,i will be set to 60 seconds [2]. 
 
Attack 2: False Request 
In Deluge we know that one Req packet sent by a 
malicious node to a neighbor node which has received 
packets requested will cause 48 code packets as response. 
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Meanwhile all neighbor nodes of this malicious node 
will adjust τm,i to the minimal value τl... Therefore, the 
latency introduced by this kind of Attack2, TLatency, 

consists of the following components: 

= + +Latency Req tGiveUp CodeT T T T  

where TReq is the time used for requesting the code 
packets. TtGiveUp is the time which is due to the condition 
when a node exceeds its limit of λ requests, it must 
transmit to MAITAIN and wait for another advertisement 
before making additional requests [2]. TCode is the time 
required to send 48 code packets. 

TReq could be calculated as follows based on system 
model above: 

[ ] [ ]( [ ] )Req tpkt reqs r MAC tpkt ppktT E N E N E t T T T= + + +  

where E[Nreqs] is the expected number of requests a 
node makes to complete a given page and E[t r]  is the 
expected time between two requests. 

TCode could be calculated as follows: 

48 [ ]( )Code tpkt MAC tpkt ppktT E N T T T= × + +  

The communication overhead caused by a false Req 
during TLatency is 

48 [ ]− = ×false req tpkt tpktCost E N Cost  

 
Attack 3: Larger-numbered Page 
In this attack, the malicious node continuously broadcasts 
Adv (υ=υ’, γ＞ γ’) containing high page number. 
Therefore neighboring nodes always keep MAINTAIN 
state with high rate of advertisements. The communication 
overhead caused by this kind of attack is 

1

( [ ] )
k
b

high pageid tpkt reqs one hope k
lb

C t
Cost Cost E N S

C τ

−

− −= +  

where t is attack time caused by a malicious node. Sone-hop 
is the number of contending nodes of neighboring nodes 
of the malicious node in one-hop range. 
 
Attack 4: Lower-version Adv 
In that attack a malicious node pretend having an object 
with old version. As a result, this node will require the 
transfer of all pages in the code image. The communication 
overhead caused by Lower-version Adv attack is given by 

1

[ ]( [ ]

[ ] 48 )

k
b

lower version tpkt tpkt one hope reqsk
lb

tGiveUp page

C t
Cost Cost E N S E N

C

E N N

τ

−
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where t is attack time caused by a malicious node. Npage 
is the number of pages in code updates. 
 
5.  Evaluation 
 
We have provided system models of basic insider DoS 
attacks against Deluge in Section 4. In this subsection, 

we compare normal Deluge’s performance to that of 
attacking in different cases through using TOSSIM [21] 
which is a bit-level node simulator designed specifically 
for the TinyOS platform. 

We use two performance metrics in our evaluation: 
Communication overhead and update completion time. 
The communication overhead is measured as the total 
number of packets transmitted by all the sensor nodes 
during a code dissemination, which is related to energy 
consumption. The update completion time is the time 
required to finish disseminating a code image to all the 
sensor nodes in the network. 

In the simulation, we set the parameters of Deluge as 
following. For the maintenance service, we set τl =2 
seconds, τh =60 seconds, and k =1. For requests, we set τr 
=0.5, λ=2, and ω=8. And for each set of results, we 
perform the simulation 10 times using the same topology 
and then take an average over them. The results of these 
simulations are presented in the following subsections 
 
Attack 1: Higher-version Adv 
In this kind of DoS attack, we repeat the simulation with 
a 10×10 grid topology network with adjacent nodes 
spaced 15 feet apart (see Figure 1). The black node denotes 
a malicious node. And the grey node represents the first 
node which can receive packets from the base station. 

Figure 2 shows the communication overhead of 
different conditions which are measured as the total 
number of Adv broadcasted by all sensor nodes in each 
test case. For the case of free attack, Deluge takes about 
10.4 seconds for all nodes in the network to update their 
image version to υ’. And in this duration the total 
number of Adv under free attack is transferred only 30% 
less than the condition under High-version Adv attack. 

Figure 3 shows the number of each packet type sent 
by all sensor nodes during disseminating a code image in 
the two different conditions respectively. 

Among all the simulations, the average number of 
Adv packets sent under Higher-version Adv attack is 7.5 
times more than that of the free attack condition, while 
the average number of code packets sent under Attack1 
is reduced by approximately 90%. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Topology of WSN. 
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Figure 2. The number of Adv of free attack and Attack1. 

 

 
Figure 3. Communication overhead of free attack and Attack1. 
 

As we explained earlier, the main reason for this 
performance difference is that the malicious node 
enforces legitimate nodes to transmit more Adv packets 
by using the dynamic adjustments of the advertisement 
rate mechanisms. When the bogus Adv contains a higher 
image version than the image injected by base station, 
infected nodes are prevented from requesting the new 
image from base station. Therefore the number of Req 
and code packets decrease dramatically. 
 
Attack 2: False Request 
In this simulation with a 10×10 grid topology network 
with neighboring nodes spaced 15 feet apart. We let a 
malicious node always propagate Req for the first page 
of a new image. 

Figure 4 shows the number of each packet type sent 
by all nodes during disseminating a code update in the 
two cases respectively. 

From Figure 4 we can see that under free attack 
condition, the control packets (Adv and Req) occupy 
about 18.18% of total messages, while code packets take 
the left 81.82%. This results fits fairly well that of 
Deluge [2]. In contrast, under the False Request attack 
condition, the number of code packets increases 3.9 
times more than that of the normal condition) due to 
bogus Req sent by the adversary. 

 

Figure 4. Communication overhead of free attack and Attack2. 

 

 
Figure 5. Update completion time of free attack and Attack2. 

 
Figure 5 shows the update completion time of the whole 
network for different size of images in two conditions. 
Under the False Request attack, when five pages of the 
code image have been disseminated, it takes 4 times 
longer than that of the free attack. From Figure 5 we can 
also see that when there is only one page in an image, 
this attack could not block reprogramming because the 
malicious node always propagates the Req for first page. 

The additional latency introduced by Attack2 is due to 
suppressing other Req from normal nodes when the adversary 
sends Req modified which included a smaller page number. 

These simulation results demonstrate that the False 
Request attack introduces a large amount of unnecessary 
transmission of code packets which would cause energy 
consumption of resource-constrained sensor nodes. 
 
Attack 3: Larger-numbered Page 
We simulate this attack in a 10×10 grid topology 
network with nodes spaced 15 feet apart and set the 
attack time to be 60 seconds. During this period, the 
malicious node continuously broadcasts Adv (υ=υ’, γ>γ’) 
to its neighboring nodes. 

Figure 6 shows the number of each packet type sent 
by all sensor nodes during disseminating a code image in 
the two different conditions respectively. 
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Figure 6. Communication overhead of free attack and Attack3. 
 

 
Figure 7. Communication overhead of free attack and Attack4. 

 
In Figure 6, the average number of Adv packets sent 

under Large-numbered Page attack is 7.8 times more 
than that of the free attack condition, while the average 
number of Req packets sent under Attack3 increase 
approximately to 150 packets. Because τm,i is minimized, 
the rate of advertisements increases, the total number of 
Adv is much greater compared with that of free attack 
condition. 

These simulations confirm that Large-numbered Page 
attack eventually waste sensor nodes’ energy through 
inducing a number of meaningless Req and Adv packets. 
 
Attack 4: Lower-version Adv 
The simulations were performed in a 10×10 grid 
topology network with nodes spaced 15 feet apart. Figure 
7 shows the number of each packet type sent by all 
sensor nodes during disseminating a code image in the 
two different conditions respectively. 

In Figure 7, the average number of code packets 
under Lower-version Adv attack is about 17% more than 
that of the case under free attack. Meanwhile the average 
number of Adv packets under Attack4 increase 
approximately to 500 packets which are about 2 times 
more than that of the free attack. 

 
Figure 8. Update completion time of free attack and Attack4. 

 

Figure 8 shows the update completion time of the whole 
network for different size of images in two conditions. 

From Figure 8 we can see that when the network is 
under attack the larger code image is, the longer the 
delay would be compared with normal condition. Under 
the Lower-version Adv attack, when five pages of the 
code image have been disseminated, it takes 2.6 times 
longer than that of the free attack. 

From the simulation results we know the main reason 
for this performance is that this attack can cause the 
delay of code dissemination while extra resource 
consumption is introduced. 

 
Attack 5: Same-version Adv 
In this simulation with a 10×10 grid topology network 
with neighboring nodes spaced 15 feet apart. Figure 9 
shows the update completion time of the whole network 
for different size of images in two conditions. 

Under the Same-version Adv attack, when five pages 
of the code image have been disseminated, it takes about 
42% longer than that of the free attack. 

The additional latency introduced by Attack2 is due to 
a compromised node could exploit suppression 
mechanisms of Deluge to reduce the Adv transmission of 
legitimate nodes. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Update completion time of free attack and Attack5. 
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6.  Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this paper we identify five different basic types of 
insider DoS attacks exploiting the epidemic propagation 
strategies used by Deluge. They are Higher-version 
Advertisement attack, False Request attack, Larger- 
numbered Page attack, Lower-version Adv attack, and 
Same-version Adv attack. We also proposed the simple 
system models for these DoS attacks to try to find out the 
impact of those attacks on Deluge. Despite the fact that 
Deluge is an efficient protocol for code propagation in 
WSNs, it is susceptible to different kind of attacks. To 
understand more deeply about them, we simulate these 
five basic types of insider DoS attacks by using TOSSIM 
and report the detailed statistical results. 

There are still many issues that need further 
investigation to make reprogramming highly available 
although some recent works have attempted to provide 
DoS-Resistant code dissemination in WSNs [23,24]. Y. 
Zhang, et al. proposed a public-key scheme called 
“combined public key” to secure Advertisement and 
Request packets. The ignorable problem with the approach 
is the resource requirement [24]. Seluge is the latest 
work on secure code dissemination and is a solution that 
seamlessly integrates the security mechanism and original 
deluge. Unfortunately, although the current version of 
Seluge adopts the cluster key approach to provide 
authentication of ADV and SNACK packets [23], it 
cannot uniquely identify senders. As a result, a com- 
promised node can still pretend to be its neighbors using 
their cluster keys to launch DoS attacks. In our future 
work, we will investigate techniques to detect insider 
DoS attacks exploiting the Deluge epidemic and 
suppression mechanisms. Finally, we plan to provide 
Insider-DoS-Resistant code dissemination scheme. 
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